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Kind of done with pretty pictures of Skyline when it's cold & wet

	

Tuesday's ride was cold & miserable, largely because, well, it was cold & miserable after all, but also because, despite the pretty

nasty issue I'm having with a few of my fingers, I hadn't really dressed warmly enough so Kevin and I skipped the West Old

LaHonda section and headed straight back down into Woodside.

This morning I dressed right for it, three layers up top instead of two (base layer, jersey plus jersey/jacket) and felt so much better.

My hands lasted most of the ride without issues, finally starting to lose circulation just prior to descending 84 post-West Old

LaHonda. Not only that, but the nitroglycerin ointment the doctor prescribed to improve circulation? I used it just on the one really

bad finger, and what do you know, at the end of the ride that finger had regular color, while the others went white. The stuff works!

Just myself and Kevin out there this morning; no Karen, no Kevin (ex-pilot). And who could blame them? Wet, again. Cold (down

to 38F), again. And descending 84 to West Old LaHonda? Nasty headwind the whole way! I felt terrible at the beginning of the ride,

wondering how far I could go, but got stronger as the ride went on, the way things should be. Saw two sets of Turkeys; one in

Huddart Park and another on West Old LaHonda. 

Was it really last Sunday, or was it the Sunday before, that I didn't need either base layer or leg warmers? Hard to believe. Seems

like this has not been a very pleasant April, as far as the weather goes.
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